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END TIME SIGNS
Per web post excerpts from: BibleProbe.com
End Time Delusions: According to Bible, in the end times, expect widespread deception,
counterfeit miracles, and the appearance of false prophets. Each of these evils will contribute to
an atmosphere that will deceive an untold number of people throughout the world. The Antichrist
(possibly a charismatic Muslim with a fake Jesus as a sidekick) will convince his followers he is
the answer to the world’s problems. Paul tells us that those who become caught in the
Antichrist’s web of deceit will be guilty because they freely choose to enjoy evil while denying
the truth.
1. False Bible teachers would be money hungry. They would be smooth talkers, have many
followers, and slur the Christian faith (2 Peter 2:1-3)
2. Homosexuality would be increasingly evident at the end of the age (2 Timothy 3:3)
3. Earthquakes would be in diverse places (Matthew 24:7)
4. Stress would be part of living (2 Timothy 3:1)
5. Many wars would erupt (Matthew 24:6)
6. People would forsake the Ten Commandments as a moral code, committing adultery,
stealing, lying, and killing (Matthew 24:12)
7. There would be a cold religious system, in denying God's power (2 Timothy 3:5)
8. Men would substitute fantasy in place of Christian truth (2 Timothy 4:4). This is so evident at
Christmas when the birth of the Savior is lost behind the myth of Santa Claus.
9. Deadly diseases would be prevalent (Matthew 24:7). The worldwide increase in AIDS deaths
is almost inestimable. Over 160,000 Americans die of cancer each year.
10. The fact that God once flooded the earth (the Noahic flood) would be denied (2 Peter 3:5-6).
There is a mass of fossil evidence to prove this fact, yet it is flatly ignored by the scientific world
because of its uncanny implication.
11. The institution of marriage would be forsaken by many (1 Timothy 4:3)
12. There would be an increase in famines (Matthew 24:7)
13. Increase in vegetarianism would increase (1 Timothy 4:3-4)
14. There would be a cry for peace (1 Thessalonians 5:3)
15. The possession of Jerusalem would be at the center of international turmoil (Zechariah 12:3)
16. Knowledge would increase (Daniel 12:4)
17. There would be hypocrites within the Church (Matthew 13:25-30)
18. There would be an increase of religious cults/false teachers (Matthew 24:11 & 24)
19. The future would seem fearful to many (Luke 21:26)20. Humanity would become
materialistic (2 Timothy 3:4)
21. There would be many involved in travel (Daniel 12:4)
22. The Christian Gospel would be preached as a warning to all nations (Matthew 24:14)
23. Jesus said Christians would be hated "for His name's sake" (Matthew 24:9)
24: And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring; Men's hearts failing them for
fear, and for looking after those things which are coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven
shall be shaken. (Luke 21:25-26).
25: Youth would become rebellious. For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous,
boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy (2 Timothy 3:2)
26: Men would mock the warning signs of the end of the age saying, "for since the fathers fell
asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation." (2 Peter 3:4). The
Bible even reveals their motivation, they love lust (verse 3). They fail to understand that a day to
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the Lord is as a thousand years to us. God is not subject to the time that He created. He can
flick through time as we flick through the pages of a history book. The reason He seems to be
silent, is because He is patiently waiting, not willing that any perish, but that all come to
repentance.
Reference: "Nostradamus: Attack on America" by Ray Comfort (livingwaters.com). Ray tends to
believe that the Holy Bible and possibly the occult was the source for Nostradamus' prophecies.
Nostradamus was probably reading Scripture at a time the Catholic Church forbade anyone
other than clergy to read it.
PS from FactorReady.com: Of course many of the above signs have always been somewhat
present in basically every generation. However, the increase in frequency and intensity has
been sited as a major key to recognize we are indeed approaching or entering “the end of the
age.” Furthermore, the re-establishment of Israel as a nation, is widely recognized as a very
major sign in itself. This occurred in 1948 and the re-unification of Jerusalem was gained in
1967. It is widely believed, per Scripture recorded words of Christ, that the generation seeing
Israel return as a nation will witness His 2nd Coming (Matt 24:34).Therefore, many feel either
date sited could well have started a prophetic time clock. So, how long is a generation? It can
be said that it is anywhere from 20-40 years, or 70-80 years, or even 120 years, depending on
what source or history period of average human lifespan you are referencing. Nevertheless,
considering all the biblical input on the end times subject, it would appear to us we are “at the
door” so to speak. We encourage you, if already a Christian, to Stay Well, Stay Prepared and
Stay Prayed Up! This would include sharing the Good News of the Gospel with others where
possible, which the Bible admonishes all Christians to do (see Mark 16.15, Luke 10.2, etc.). We
feel Ray Comfort’s little booklet, “Why Christianity” (at livingwaters.com) for example is excellent
material (and non-denominational) to give others, as well as their replica Million Dollar bill (with
a good Gospel message imprinted on the back). These are good to leave, mail or give out to
others and always well received from our experience. We’d be happy to mail you a free sample
of each on request. If you are not currently a Christian, by all means read our “Christian
FactorsTo Act On Now” pdf article under Downloads (in Other Msgs. folder). It presents vital
messages from both Billy Graham and Greg Laurie. Note: We can all qualify for Heaven by
repentance of Sin and Faith (deep Trust) in Jesus as Lord. Want to know more about the
Heaven that awaits all Christians? Visit ImagineHeaven.net. You’ll also find considerable
prophecy and end-time information at trackingbibleprophecy.com, christinprophecy.com,
TribulationTruth.com, LorenDavis.com, TruNews.com and endtime.com, etc. Plus, see our pdf
articles on “The Rapture Promise” and “Revelation Factors” etc., for further input to consider on
this much Prayed for event. We would further recommend everyone acquire a Modern English
Version (MEV) or New Century Version (NCV) Christian Bible, and especially read the Gospel of
John and Books of Acts and Romans for starters. Prophecy may especially be found in
Revelation, but keep in mind many teachers feel it is not written in chronological order (see
“Unlocking The Mystery of Revelation” book by John Short as example). Thanks for reading this
document and May the Good Lord Take A Liking To You!
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